IP CODEC

UMAC Universal Multifunctional Audio Codec

UMAC features

앫 EBU N/ACIP compliance
앫 Compression modes: OPUS, all AAC, APT-X, MPEG 1 L II and III, MPEG 2
앫 Software tool to update multiple UMACs via IP
앫 UMAC-M can be integrated into Mandozzi routers and mixers,
where 16 codecs fit into a 19” frame of 3 RU
앫 Automatic control by the router scheduler
앫 Easy, comfortable control by Mandozzi router supervisor and mixer operators
앫 UMAC-C Stand-alone equipment with 1, 2, 6 or 10 codecs
앫 Easy, comfortable control with UMAC Control Centre or Client/Server software
앫 Possible to work with redundant servers
앫
앫
앫
앫

REPORTER ONE Arena Box
Two Mic/Line inputs
Built-in mixer
Balancing of the received and sent audio signals for two separate headphones

Stand alone UMAC
For all those who need stand alone, autonomous Audio over IP codecs, Mandozzi designed the UMAC-C
modules. They are 4 HU modules similar to the
COMBIMUX interface modules that are in operation
by thousands in 2 Mbps contribution and distribution networks.
The UMAC-C modules use the UMAC Basic Module
to perform the codec and transmission functions.
UMAC-C carries all external connectors on its front
panel: Two female XLR connectors for the audio input and two male XLR connectors for the audio output. The interfaces can be set by software for analogue or AES/EBU audio signals.
Due to the built-in sampling rate converters, signals
with sampling frequencies of 24 to 56 kHz can be
received. The transmitted and received audio signals
can be monitored on two separate 3 mm jack connectors with individual volume control by potentiometers. Built-in D/A converters allow digital signals
to be monitored as well.

For the users who need separate connectors for the
Audio over IP signal on the one hand, and for connecting a laptop or a LAN to configure, control and
monitor the UMAC-C module on the other hand,
there are two RJ45 connectors on the front panel.
The left hand connector can be used for the AoIP
signals as well as for controlling the module. The
UMAC Control Centre and the Client/Server tools
allow complete UMAC-C networks to be managed
from any PC via LAN.
For the time being, Mandozzi offers three various cabinets with integrated power supply to house the
UMAC-C modules.
The new Reporter One arena box uses an UMACC module for the Audio over IP functions, and offers two Mic/Line inputs with the possibility to adjust their volume and to mix them before the sum
is transmitted via IP. There are controls for balancing
the received and sent audio signals that are listened
on two separate headphones.

DT1 ½ 19”, 1 HU, for 1 UMAC-C

DT11 19”, 1 HU, for 2 UMAC-C

DT99 19”, 4 HU for 6 or 10 UMAC-C

Reporter One

UMAC integrated into
Mandozzi’s audio routers and mixers

For all those who want to integrate Audio over IP
modules into their IDEA audio routers, Mandozzi designed the UMAC-M modules. They are Europe format (3 HU) printed circuit boards that can be inserted
into Mandozzi’s routers or concentrators. Every
UMAC-M board is equipped with the interface circuits towards the router/concentrator bus system,
and with a UMAC Basic Module. Up to 16 UMACM modules fit into a 19” frame of 3 HU.

The UMAC-M modules that are installed into the router and/or the concentrators are configured, controlled and monitored either by the supervisor of the
IDEA router, by the operators of the Mandozzi mixer or by the Client/Server tools. The UMAC-M modules are completely integrated into the router control software, thus they are also automatically controlled by the sophisticated scheduler. It is possible
to allocate the UMAC-M modules to individual mixers, or to use them in an UMAC-M pool.

UMAC-M Module

19“ 3 HU frame 16 UMAC-M
modules installed into an IDEA router

UMAC Phone book

UMAC Connection parameters

UMAC Basic Module

Our goal was to develop a compact Audio over IP
module that can be used in various applications, therefore we call it “Universal Multifunctional Audio Codec”. It is a small printed circuit board (100x115 mm)
with micro controller/field-programmable gate array/digital signal processor.
The UMAC basic module performs flexible, software
programmable audio coding and signal management.
It respects the EBU N/ACIP standards.

The connections are established according to SIP
(Session Initiation Protocol) RFC 3261, and the audio data are transferred according to RTP (Real Time
Transport Protocol) RFC 3550.

Audio coding and decoding
algorithms

Some important features realised
by the UMAC basic module

앫 ITU-T G.711
앫 ITU-T G.722
앫 ISO-MPEG 1 Layer II and III with

앫 Compliant with N/ACIP specifications
앫 SIP compliant with EBU-Tech 3326
앫 Independent IP connectors for audio over IP

64/128/192/256/320/384 kbps
앫 ISO-MPEG 2
앫 Enhanced APT-X with 16/24 bit;
8/16/24/32/48 kHz
앫 AAC LC, HE, HEv2, LD, ELD
(designed by Frauenhofer Institut)
앫 OPUS (RFC 6716)
앫 Linear audio transmission with 16/20/24 bit;
16/32/48 kHz

and remote control
앫 Auto recall
앫 Unicast and multicast (SAP)
앫 Forward error correction
앫 Adaptive jitter buffer
앫 Configurable jitter buffer, packet size and delay
앫 ToS (type of service) setting
앫 Level meter for incoming and outgoing signals
앫 Transmission of ancillary data
앫 AES audio output signals with internal or
external sync
앫 MECLI (Mandozzi Common Line Interface)
앫 MERS (Mandozzi Remote Setup)
앫 STUN
앫 DHCP
앫 SNMP
앫 HTTP

The module is mounted onto UMAC-M modules for
installing into IDEA routers and mixers, onto
UMAC-C modules to realise stand alone Audio over
IP codecs, and into the Reporter One Arena Box.
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